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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims at improving the performance of finger-vein recognition system using a new scheme of image preprocessing. The 

new scheme includes three major steps, RGB to Gray conversion, ROI extraction and alignment and ROI enhancement. ROI 

extraction and alignment includes four major steps. First, finger-vein boundaries are detected using two edge detection masks each 

of size (4 x 6). Second, the correction for finger rotation is done by calculating the finger base line from the midpoints between the 

upper and lower boundaries using least square method. Third, ROI is extracted by cropping a rectangle around the center of the 

finger-vein which is determined using the first and second invariant moments. Forth, the extracted ROI is normalized to a unified 

size of 192 x 64 in order to compensate for scale changes. ROI enhancement is done by applying the technique of Contrast-Limited 

Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE), followed by median and modified Gaussian high pass filters. The application of the 

given preprocessing scheme to a finger-vein recognition system revealed its efficiency when used with different methods of feature 

extractors and with different types of finger-vein database. For the University of Twente Finger Vascular Pattern (UTFVP) database, 

the achieved Identification Recognition Rates (IRR) for identification mode using three feature extraction methods Local Binary 

Pattern (LBP), Local Directional Pattern (LDP) and Local Line Binary Pattern (LLBP) are (99.79, 99.86 and 99.86) respectively, while 

the achieved Equal Error Rates (EER) for verification mode for the same feature extraction methods are (0.139, 0.069 and 0.035). For 

the Shandong University Machine Learning and Applications - Homologous Multi-modal Traits (SDUMLA-HMT) database, the 

achieved Identification Recognition Rates (IRR) for identification mode using three feature extraction methods LBP, LDP and LLBP 

are (99.57, 99.73 and 99.65) respectively, while the achieved Equal Error Rates (EER) for verification mode for the same feature 

extraction methods are (0.419, 0.262 and 0.341). These results outrage those of the previous state-of-art methods. 
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1. Introduction 

Finger-vein recognition is relatively a recent biometric 

authentication system compared to other biometric 

recognition systems. It is used in various applications, 

such as e-commerce (e.g. online banking and ATM 

machines), different forms of security access control (e.g. 

border checking, door access control and building 

access), automobile security, employee time and 

attendance tracking, computer and network 

authentication and so on[1,2]. 

The pattern of finger-vein based blood vessel is unique 

for each individual like other human biometrics such as 

the patterns of fingerprints, iris, palm vein, etc.  Finger-

vein may be more secure and acceptable and at the same 

time less expensive for authentication compared to some 

of other biometrics. For instance, finger-vein provides 

more secure and safety compared to fingerprints 

because veins are located under the surface of the skin 

and will not be affected by skin damage and because 

they are living bodies so they cannot be cheated[3]. 

Besides, finger-vein may be more acceptable compared 

to iris even the later is known of lower error rates for 

authentication because some users show resistance to 

the direct application of light rays into their eyes[4]. 

Moreover, finger-veins are less affected by environment 

conditions such as sweaty, dry and slightly dirty fingers 

and weather conditions such as humidity, high and low 

temperature. 

Finger-vein recognition systems typically consist of four 

main modules, finger-vein image acquisition, image 

preprocessing, feature extraction and finally feature 
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matching. Image acquisition involves the portrayed of 

the finger-vein images by a device that is capable of 

providing good quality images under constant 

conditions of illumination and with least degree of finger 

misalignment. Image preprocessing involves the 

detection of the finger region, localization of the Region 

of Interest (ROI), ROI correction for rotation, ROI 

cropping, normalizing the ROI, and finally ROI 

enhancing. Feature extraction involves the extraction of 

the most unique features from the veins. Matching stage 

involves a comparison between the extracted features of 

the tested finger-veins with the already enrolled finger-

vein feature templates. Figure (1) shows the block-

diagram of a typical finger-vein recognition system with 

two modes, enrollment and recognition. 
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Fig. 1. The block-diagram of finger-vein recognition system 

 

Image preprocessing is an important stage in finger-vein 

recognition system and without preprocessing the 

performance of the recognition may be degraded by the 

quality of the finger-vein images[5]. The main objectives 

of preprocessing are first to perform finger position 

alignment and second to improve the uneven and poor 

contrast of the image in order to be more ready for 

feature extraction[6].Unlike other biometrics, in finger-

vein recognition, the quality of the image can be poor 

due to a number of reasons like the existence of 

undesirable black background, transitional variation, 

rotational variation, and fluctuations of the NIR light. In 

addition, the image acquiring conditions and acquisition 

device performance may lead to a number of problems 

such as low contrast, noise and shades[7]. Thus for better 

performance, the acquired finger-vein images need to be 

aligned and enhanced prior to the feature extraction 

stage. In particular, the extraction of ROI is important to 

make the intra-set variance (within class variance) 

minimum and inter-set variance (between classes 

variance) as maximum as possible. 

The objective of this paper is to introduce a new scheme 

of modified methods for finger-vein preprocessing that 

can be applied efficiently to different databases with 

different feature extractors.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 

Section 2, a review of the related work is given. In Section 

3, the proposed method of preprocessing is introduced 

and in sections (4-6) the details of the modified methods 

are given. In section 7, a brief description of the used 

databases is presented. In section 8, the results of 

applying the proposed scheme to University of Twente 

Finger Vascular Pattern (UTFVP) and Shandong 

University Machine Learning and Applications - 
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Homologous Multi-modal Traits (SDUMLA-HMT) 

databases are presented and compared with the results 

of previous works. Finally, the conclusions are given in 

section 9. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Lots of research works concerning the preprocessing of 

finger-vein images have been developed to improve the 

quality of finger-vein images to increase the accuracy of 

finger-vein recognition system.  For instance, Lee and 

others[8] suggested an image preprocessing scenario that 

implement finger-vein region localization, alignment 

and enhancement. They used two (4 x 20) masks, which 

were known later as Lee masks, for finger boundary 

detection and ROI extraction. For ROI alignment they 

used minutia points and affine transform to correct for 

scale, translation and rotation errors. However, their 

method seemed to be time consuming as the convolution 

with two large filter masks and the determination of 

minutia points from sampled images require somehow a 

long computation time. Park[9] used the two Lee masks 

for finger boundaries detection, but he did the alignment 

manually on the device during image capturing to 

reduce the computation time, but in reality manual 

alignment by itself is a time consuming action and may 

have negative impacts during the operation of the 

system as user intervention means no more automatic 

system. Rosdi and others[10] used image binarization 

followed by Otsu’s threshold method to detecting the 

center of the finger for ROI extraction. Then a modified 

Gaussian high-pass filter is used for ROI enhancement 

and finally they used the Phase Only Correlation (POC) 

function[11] for ROI alignment. Park and Park[12] 

considered the direction and thickness of the vein line 

which were determined based on an optimal eight and 

four directional Gabor filters. This method again seemed 

to be time consuming because of the two steps use of 

Gabor filtering. Wang and others[5] used image threshold 

to binarize the finger-vein image followed by ROI 

extraction. Pang and others[13] used Sobel filter to outline 

the finger-vein boundaries then an inner rectangle was 

selected as ROI. For enhancement, histogram 

equalization was used. Peng and other [14] used two filter 

masks for finger region localization each of size 2 x 2 to 

speed up the process followed by Hough transform to 

recover the missing points on finger boundary. For 

alignment, they used an affine transform which was 

generated by calculating finger contour and the central 

line. For ROI segmentation, they used histogram 

projection technique. For ROI enhancement, they used a 

Non-Local Means (NLM) algorithm. However, the 

achieved Equal Error Rate (EER) was not promising and 

their method suffers from the complex computation 

drawback due to the use of Hough transform for fitting 

the missing points on the finger border and the 

implementation of NLM algorithm. Lu and others[15] 

Used open operation followed by Hough transform for 

ROI detection. They used Adaptive Wavelet Shrinkage 

(AWS) for denoising and the Contrast Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) for ROI enhancement. 

They achieved 98.79% recognition rate using SDUMLA-

HMT. In another study, Lu and others[16] used a method 

of three steps, ROI localization using Hough transform, 

Denoising using multi-resolution analysis and ROI 

enhancement using CLAHE technique. They obtained 

IRR values of (98.48, 98.56 and 99.21) with Local Binary 

Pattern (LBP), Local Line Binary Pattern (LLBP) and 

Polydirectional Local Line Binary Pattern (PLLBP) 

respectively using SDUMLA-HMT database. Xie and 

others[17] applied Prewitt operator followed by image 

binarization then rotation correction for ROI extraction. 

Xie and others, proposed Guided Filter based Single 
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Scale Retinex (GFSSR) for finger vein image 

enhancement. Then Kauba and others[6,18,19] used a 

cascade of several preprocessing methods including 

(Image resize, LeeRegion, Normalization, CLAHE, 

circular Gabor filter, HFE filter and wavelet denoising) 

as an aim to improve the recognition performance using 

UTFVP database. They achieved different EER by 

cascading different methods of preprocessing and fusing 

the results of different feature extractors with different 

feature extractors including (LBP, RLT, MC and WLD). 

Shin and others[20] used Lee mask for finger-vein 

boundary detection and empirical method based on 

finger-vein characteristics from the database. They used 

a combination of four directional Gabor filters to 

enhance thin vein and Retinex algorithm to enhance 

thick vein. However, the main drawback was in the time 

complexity for calculating the combination weights. 

Yahya and others[21] presented a preprocessing scenario 

comprising of finger-vein boundary detection, rotation 

correction, binarization, thinning by morphological 

operations and ROI cropping. Sikarwar and 

Manmohan[22] use finger boundary edge detection 

followed by rotation correction and ROI extraction and 

finally enhancement by CLAHE method. Syarif and 

others[23] used three main steps for preprocessing, finger 

center alignment, finger-vein boundary detection and 

image enhancement. They used pattern normalization 

model to solve the problem of misalignment, which is 

based on the hypothesis that the finger’s cross-section is 

approximately ellipse and the vein that can be imaged is 

close to the finger surface. For finger-vein boundary 

detection, two Lee masks were used followed by 

tracking to remove the unwanted white pixels. For 

enhancement contrast adjustment and high pass filtering 

were used. Liu and others[24] used image binarization 

then Sobel operator is applied to the entire image for 

edge map production which was subtracted from the 

binarized image. Finally, ROI extraction, alignment and 

enhancement were implemented. Liu and other’s 

method seemed to be time consuming because of using 

two image threshold and the non-linear contract 

enhancement was done locally for overlapping 30 x 30 

windows. Meng and others[25] used Sobel operator to 

detect the edge of the finger then the width and height 

of the ROI was obtained by taking the maximum and 

minimum of x and y axes values of the finger profile 

followed by size normalization. Lu and others[26] used 

Kirsch operator with eight directions for ROI extraction 

using UTFVP database. 

 

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have 

also been used for finger-vein recognition. In CNN the 

feature extraction is done inclusively, however the use of 

image preprocessing is optional. Hong and others[27] 

used VGG Net-16 for finger-vein recognition using 

SDUMLA-HMT database. They pre-processed the image 

using ROI detection and resizing. Also Das and others[28] 

used CNN for finger-vein identification using different 

types of public databases. The used preprocessing 

method of three steps, ROI detection using Lee masks, 

Image normalization for rotation correction and image 

enhancement using CLAHE technique. In general, the 

performance of CNN for finger-vein recognition is less 

than that of the hand-crafted feature methods. In 

addition, CNNs require to be retrained for database 

update, while for feature extraction based methods, the 

new subject only need to be added to the enrolled data. 

3. THE PROPOSE METHOD OF PREPROCESSING 

In this paper, a new scheme of preprocessing methods is 

introduced. It is based on a combination of previous and 

newly modified algorithms. The scheme as shown in 

figure (2) includes three major steps, RGB to Gray 
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conversion, ROI localization and alignment and ROI 

enhancement. Another tuning alignment of ROI is done 

during the matching stage by the Phase Only Correlation 

(POC).The details of these steps are given in sections 4, 5 

and 6. 

4. RGB TO GRAY CONVERSION 

Finger-vein images that are captured by most of the 

acquisition devices and provided by some of the public 

databases are RGB images with 24 bpp. In order to 

reduce the processing time and the complexity of 

calculations, it is necessary first to convert the images 

from RGB color image with 24 bpp to gray image with 8 

Preprocessing

RGB to Gray Conversion

Region Of Interest (ROI) Localization & 

Alignment

Finger-vein Boundaries Detection

Finger Rotation Correction

ROI Cropping Based on Finger 

Centroid and Edges

Finger-vein ROI Image Enhancement

Contrast Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)

Median Filter

Size Normalization

Modified Gaussian High Pass Filter

 

Fig. 2. The block-diagram of the proposed scheme of preprocessing 

bpp. In this paper, the luminosity equation is used to 

convert RGB image to Gray image[29] as shown below:  

1. 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 𝑅 × 0.299 + 𝐺 × 0.588 + 𝐵 × 0.114 

2. Where R, G and B denote Red, Green and 

Blue intensity values respectively. 

5. FINGER-VEIN LOCALIZATION AND ALIGNMENT 

In order to achieve good recognition accuracy, the region 

of interest of the finger-vein, usually called as ROI, must 

be extracted and aligned then enhanced before the stage 

of feature extraction. The process of extracting ROI 

involves the detection of the upper and lower borders of 

the finger and the alignment of the finger with x-axis to 

overcome the problem of finger displacement. The 

details of finger-vein detection and alignment are given 

in the following subsections. 

5.1 Finger-vein Boundary Detection 

Edge detection techniques are usually used to detect the 

finger-vein borders, specifically the upper and lower 

borders. As mentioned, various types of edge detectors 

have been used so far. The most common of them are the 

Lee mask used by [8], Sobel and Prewitt operators used 

by [13] and Hough transform used by [14-16]. These edge 

detectors are considered as time consuming since the 

size of Lee mask 4 x 20 is relatively large, while Prewitt 

and Sobel operators usually are performed in two 

rounds of convolution, whereas Hough transform is well 

known as a time consuming technique. In order to speed 

up the process of finger-vein boundary detection, in this 

paper two masks each of size 4 x 6 are used instead of 

two Lee masks each of size 4 x 20 and each convolution 

is performed only on one half of the image. The two 

masks are shown in figure (3)  

 

 

 

(a)                      (b) 

Fig. 3. The two edge detection masks used in this paper 

(a) Mask for the upper half, (b) Mask for the lower half. 

The application of these two masks to samples of 
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UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT database are shown in 

figure (4). 

 

Fig. 4. Samples of original and processed images for UTFVP 

and SDUMLA-HMT databases using the proposed masks, a 

and b of figure 3. 

5.2 Rotation Correction 

The displacement of the finger on the image acquisition 

device could result in finger rotation in x-y plane. In 

order to resolve this problem, the central line between 

the upper and lower borders, which represents the 

finger base line, is localized. This is done by locating the 

midpoints on the y-axis for each x-value then a least 

square method is used to estimate the finger base line. 

Figure (5) illustrate the process of central line estimation. 

Fig. 5. Finger base line localization[30] 

The finger upper and lower boundaries are represented 

by two sets of points {Ax} and {Bx}, where x = 0 to w-1 

and w is the width of the image. The midpoints of the 

line segments {AxBx
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅} are calculated and represented as a 

set of points {Cx}. Then a straight line know as the base-

line is estimated to fit {Cx} by the use of least square 

method[30,31]. Finally the rotation angle between the 

estimated base line and the horizontal direction is 

calculated and the affine transform for correcting the 

finger displacement is calculated. 

The main procedures of rotation correction are: 

i. Apply least mean square method to estimate the 

base-line from the point set {Cx} using the line 

equation model as below: 

𝑦 =  𝑚𝑥 +  𝑐      (1) 

ii. Calculate m and c and the angle of rotation 𝜃 using 

equation (2) 

𝜃 = arctan(𝑚)            (2) 

iii. Construct affine transform from the multiplication 

of translation, scaling and rotation matrices. 

Figure (6) shows the application of rotation correction to 

samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT databases. In 

this figure, the finger-vein image of UTFVP database is 

rotated counter clockwise, whereas the finger-vein 

image of SDUMLA-HMT database is rotated clockwise. 

 

Fig. 6. Rotated samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT databases 

5.3 ROI Cropping 

The suggested method of ROI cropping is based on the 
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central point of the finger-vein region. However, prior to 

determine this point, the removal of the unwanted white 

blocks that may appear in some databases such as 

SDUMLA-HMT after the process of rotation correction, 

will be necessary, otherwise the determination of the 

central point will not be accurate.  

Here, these white blocks are removed by taking a sector 

of the finger border for each half. Then for each half, the 

average of the y values for all the points on the sector is 

calculated and compared to the average of the y-values 

of all the points on the border and the points whose y 

value exceeds the average by some threshold are 

removed. Figure (7) shows two samples of SDUMLA-

HMT images with white block region before and after 

the switch-of-points method. In this figure, the finger-

vein region is shown as white region and these white 

blocks are evident at both sides of the finger-vein. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Image with unwanted white blocks (b) Image after 

removing white blocks 

After the removal of the unwanted white blocks, ROI 

cropping is done by detecting the center of the finger 

region in the image, i.e., the center of the white region. 

To this end, the first invariant moment which represents 

the center of the finger region is calculated from the first 

and second moments by the use of the following 

equations[32]: 

Mij = ∑ ∑ xiyjI(x, y)yx       (3) 

Centroid: {x̅, y̅} = {
M10

M00
,

M01

M00
}   (4) 

The ROI rectangle is localized using the extensions of 

upper and lower boundaries and the center of the 

finger region as follows: 

i. The width of the ROI rectangle is specified by taking 

80% of the total image width, i.e., by taking 40% 

from the left and right sides of the center point. 

ii. The height of ROI rectangle is specified by the two 

horizontal lines passing through the lowest and 

highest index point. 

Figure (8) shows the procedures of ROI cropping for 

different samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT 

database. 

 

Fig. 8. ROI rotation and cropping for two samples of UTFVP 

and SDUMLA-HMT databases 

5.4 Size Normalization 

The size of the cropped ROI is expected to be different 
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from image to image as a result of the variations in 

finger-vein size and position on the acquisition devices. 

Therefore, size normalization is necessary to overcome 

the scale variant problem and at the same time to speed 

up the system.  To this end, in this paper the size of all 

the extracted ROIs are unified to 192 x 64. 

6. ROI ENHANCEMENT 

The enhancement of the extracted ROI is a necessary step 

prior to feature extraction. Most of the previous methods 

achieved good results when Contrast Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) and/or image 

filtering are used for the enhancement. In this paper, 

CLAHE and two filters are used for ROI enhancement. 

The following subsection provides the details of these 

methods. 

6.1 Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization 

(CLAHE) 

The images of the finger-veins are not always of high 

quality due to changes in illuminations, finger tissues 

and bones. Therefore, an effective method of image 

enhancement is required to improve the quality of the 

image and also to highlight the pattern of the finger-vein 

network to be ready for feature extraction. The method 

of CLAHE has been utilized successfully in previous 

works by [15,16]. In order to reveal more image details, in 

CLAHE method, the ROI is first divided into non-

overlapped windows then histogram equalization is 

performed for each window.  

6.2 Median Filter 

The technique of CLAHE sometimes enhances the 

contrast of the image in an exaggerated way resulting in 

noisy edges similar to salt-pepper noise. In order to 

reduce this noise a median filter of size 3x3 is used. In 

this case, Median filter will not affect the veins since they 

are a pattern of lines connected together with joints. 

Figure (9) shows the result of applying both CLAHE and 

Median filter on samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT 

databases. 

 

Fig. 9. The results of applying CLAHE and median filter for 

three samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT Databases 

6.3 Modified Gaussian High Pass Filter 

One of the most important steps to be taken prior to 

feature extraction is to make the finger-vein as clear as 

possible. Previously, Gabor filter is used intensively to 

enhance the veins[12,20,33]. However, determining the 

most appropriate frequencies and directions of the veins 

by the Gabor filter requires several implementations of 
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Gabor filter and becomes a time complex process 

because the widths and directions of the veins vary from 

one to another. Gabor filters are traditionally used to 

obtain features of mid and high frequencies such as the 

patterns of iris. On the other hand, The modified 

Gaussian high pass filter has the advantage of obtaining 

low and mid frequencies such as the finger-veins and 

because it is symmetrical, features in all directions are 

enhanced[34]. 

The modified Gaussian high passs filter is implemented 

using the following equation[34]. 

𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑎 (1 − 𝑒
−𝐷2(𝑥,𝑦)

2𝐷0
2

) + 𝑏        (5) 

𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) Is calculated using the following equation: 

𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) = [(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)2]1/2   (6) 

Where, x0 and y0 are the center of the Gaussian window, 

D(x,y) is the distance from x,y to  x0,y0 and D0 is the 

standard deviation which specifyies the sharpness of the 

Gaussian function. Figure (10) shows the results of 

applying the modified Gaussian high pass filters of 

different size on ROI samples of UTFVP and SDUMLA-

HMT databases. 

Fig. 10. The results of applying the modified Gaussian high 

pass filters of different size on ROI samples of UTFVP and 

SDUMLA-HMT databases. 

7. Database 

Several types of finger-vein databases which have been 

taken by devices of variant properties are available and 

are being used as standard dataset for evaluating the 

performance of finger-vein recognition systems. The 

most common examples of these databases are; UTFVP, 

SDUMLA-HMT, VERA and MMCBNU_6000[35-37]. In 

this work, UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT are used for 

evaluating the preprocessing methods. The details of 

these two datasets are shown in table (1). 

TABLE 1 

Properties of UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT Databases 

Database No. of 

Subjects 

No. of 

images 

No. of 

finger/Subject 

No. of 

Images/finger 

Image 

size 

UTFVP 60 1440 6 for both 

hands 

(middle, index, 

ring) 

4 672 × 

380 

SDUMLA-

HMT 

106 3816 6 for both 

hands 

(middle, index, 

ring) 

6 320 × 

240 

 

8. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS 

The proposed scheme of preprocessing methods is 

applied to two finger-vein databases, UTFVP and 

SDUMLA-HMT. In order to reveal the efficiency of the 

preprocessing methods, the system is implemented in 

two modes (identification and verification using three 

different methods of feature extraction, Local Binary 

Pattern (LBP), Local Directional Pattern (LDP) and Local 

Line Binary Patter (LLBP). In order to assure the 

alignment of ROI for all the finger-vein images, POC is 

used during the matching stage. To achieve the optimum 

performance for each feature extraction, the system is 

implemented using Gaussian high pass masks of 

different size. For LLBP, in addition to different 

Gaussian mask size, different lengths of horizontal and 

vertical components are considered. The optimum 

performances for identification and verification modes 

for the three feature extractor are taken. The process of 

matching is implemented by the use of hamming 

distance measure. Figure (11) shows the Receiver 

Operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the three 

feature extraction methods.  
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Fig. 11. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) of the 

System for the three feature extractors and for the two 

databases, UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT 

 

Table (2) shows the performance measures including the 

Identification Recognition Rates (IRR) for identification 

mode and the Equal Error Rates (EER) for the 

verification mode for both datasets. 

TABLE 2 

Performance measures of finger-vein recognition system 

using the proposed scheme of preprocessing with different 

feature extractors for UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT databases. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methods 

UTFVP SDUMLA-HMT 

Identification 

Mode (IRR) 

% 

Verification 

Mode 

(EER) % 

Identification 

Mode (IRR) 

% 

Verification 

Mode 

(EER) % 

LBP 99.79 0.139 99.57 0.419 

LDP 99.86 0.069 99.73 0.262 

LLBP 99.86 0.035 99.65 0.341 

For UTFVP dataset, the IRR values of the identification 

mode for the three feature extractors are (99.79%, 99.86% 

and 99.86%) for LBP, LDP and LLBP respectively. The 

ERR values of the verification mode are (0.139%, 0.069% 

and 0.035%) for LBP, LDP and LLBP respectively. For 

SDUMLA-HMT dataset, the IRR values of the 

identification mode for the three feature extractors are 

(99.57%, 99.73% and 99.65%) for LBP, LDP and LLBP 

respectively. These values of IRR are lower than those 

achieved by UTFVP database because the quality of 

SDUMLA-HMT images are worst than those of UTFVP. 

The ERR values of the verification mode are (0.419%, 

0.262% and 0.341%) for LBP, LDP and LLBP respectively.  

These results indicate that the proposed scheme of 

preprocessing achieved good performance with both 

types of databases and for modes, verification and 

identification.   

In order to reveal the efficiency of the proposed method 

of preprocessing, the performances of finger-vein 

systems using previous methods of preprocessing with 

the same three feature extractors and for the similar 

datasets are shown in tables (3 and 4) for UTFVP and 

SDUMLA-HMT datasets. However, most of the 

previous works were restricted to one feature extractor 

and one mode, except the works done by [22,24] for 

SDUMLA-HMT dataset. 

According to this table, the IRR and EER values for the 
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three feature extractors that are achieved by the 

proposed method of preprocessing are better than those 

achieved by previous methods of preprocessing for the 

same feature extractors.   

TABLE 3 

 The performance comparison between the proposed and 

the previous methods of Preprocessing for three different 

feature extractors using UTFVP Database 

Preprocessing 

Methods 

[paper] 

LBP LDP LLBP 

IRR

% 

EER

% 

IRR

% 

EER

% 

IRR

% 

EER

% 

Kauba and 

others[6] 

- 6.043 - - - - 

Kauba and 

others[18] 

- 6.0 - - - - 

Xie and others[17] - 5.70 - - - - 

Lu and others[26] - 7.75 - 10.66 - - 

Proposed method 99.79 0.139 99.86 0.069 99.86 0.035 

 

TABLE 4 

 The performance comparison between the proposed and 

the previous methods of Preprocessing for three different 

feature extractors using  SDUMLA-HMT Database 

 

The computation times for implementing the 

preprocessing steps are shown in Table (5). This time is 

subject to a computer with properties (Intel(R) Core(TM) 

i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60 GHz). The total time of (80) ms is 

reasonable. However, it is not wise to compare this time 

with the computation time of previous preprocessing 

method because of the difference between the properties 

of the computers used to implement the proposed 

preprocessing methods and the properties of the 

computers used to implement the previous 

preprocessing methods. 

TABLE 5 

 The computation time of the preprocessing methods 

Preprocessing Steps Time 

ms 

Finger-vein boundary detection 5 

Rotation correction 25 

ROI cropping 10 

ROI enhancement 40 

Total Time 80 

 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The given scheme of preprocessing was shown to be 

efficient as the Identification Recognition Rates (IRRs) 

were high and the equal Error Rates (EERs) were low 

when used with different methods of feature extraction.  

The use of 4 x 6 masks instead of 4 x 20 has speeded up 

the process of finger-vein boundary detection. The use of 

the modified Gaussian high pass filter was effective for 

making the detection of the features more easy for the 

feature extractors. However, the size of the Gaussian 

high pass filter revealed little effect on the system 

performance. In addition, the given scheme of 

preprocessing has shown good efficiency for both finger-

vein databases, UTFVP and SDUMLA-HMT, despite the 

images of these databases are of different quality 

because they were taken by different devices. The 

processing time for implementing the preprocessing 

scheme for all methods was reasonably good.  
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Methods 
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LBP LDP LLBP 

IRR
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EER

% 

IRR

% 

EER

% 

IRR

% 

EER

% 
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